I think this massive water project is very high on the stink-o-meter. The voters voted it down more than once, so our governor and his Southern California cronies came through a hole in the back door like a snake. Just who is going to pay for this? Even if the Southern water interests assume the payments (like this will happen, ha, or it just might because they are extremely greedy for this water, and money talks), the massive intake areas will change the Delta forever, making the water in the river more saline, forcing the Delta farmers to use well water; then the State will tax them for this, I'm sure. This canal is massive, wider than the Sac River itself. What is going to be left but a dribble for the Delta? The intake facility north of Freeport, almost finished, to supply water to the Bay Area, is a monstrosity. This whole project reminds me of "Chinatown," in which plans are made in the back room, and pressure, threats, and intimidation are used to produce the results that the powerful want. Doesn't it occur to anyone that the fish in the river were compromised because of the water already taken from the Delta system in the past, and the ammonia discharges from the Sewer Treatment plant exit near Freeport did a lot of damage also? Then they want to do extremely invasive environmental studies on the farmers' lands, the results of which could cut the farmers off at the knee. What a nerve. Absolutely no thought for people who have lived there, some for generations, and their property. I am totally and absolutely against this massive project. I guess the adage is true, I live in the best state money can buy.